MESSAGE FROM C.E.O.
We at Liwa Dates are committed to achieving excellence and
innovation and follow the needs of our customers with utmost effort.
Our goal is to introduce Dates in many unseen way by improving the
quality of dates and dedication in producing creative product that
would contribute to our consumers’ value-added health quality of their
lives.
As United Arab Emirates is known as one of the largest producers of dates in
the world, I asked myself: “What can we do with all these dates?”
Then I realized after my long experience in date farming and industry,
I believe we can do everything in two components, namely the dates
and creativity…and results are being achieved.

Mohamed Suhail Al Mazrouei
C.E.O.

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

Liwa Dates was established in 2006 at United Arab
Emirates. A UAE national factory that specializes in
packing and processing all dates products,
in addition to providing dates packing services to
local farmers all over the UAE, and help them in
marketing their products in a more effective way.

We produce all kind of Date products.
We cater to Supermarkets countrywide and
globally.
We provide wide collection of traditional,

An Emirati nationalized company of superior
quality and contemporary packaging of dates.

leather and wood gift boxes for Corporates.
We support local Farmers by providing
packing services.

VISION

MISSION

STRATEGY

GOAL

To make Liwa Dates an
inspiration for dates
enthusiasts and exceed
their expectation by
continued innovation.

To continue developing
our products and services,
to make Liwa Dates the
most wide-ranging and
refined in the the world.

To make Liwa Dates the
focus of attention, we
will expand production
sections so that each
one is fully integrated
and all together they
form the Liwa Dates
factory, in order to
improve the UAE dates
to be the finest.

To introduce dates in
many unseen ways to
cope up with the fast
changing lives and to be
accepted worldwide as
a high-end premium
product favored globally.

Creative
packaging solutions
and custom-tailored
designs that match
quality taste of our
clients.

Creative
packaging reflecting
the UAE authentic
heritage with modern
touch.

OUR STRENGTH
Creating
new innovative
products continuously
with no limits.

Advanced
Technologies in
dates manufacturing
and packaging.

Creating innovative product
concepts is only part of our
process.

PRODUCTS

POLLEN WATER

PICKLED DATES

FRESH DATES JUICE

Our non-traditional products
of dates and palm tree in
general are one of our most
important strengths. We are
keen in providing innovative
products to highlight the
importance of the palm tree,
POLLEN POWDER and make great use of every
part of it.

DATES ACHAR

DATES JUICE

Traditional artistry combined
with unique flavours create
a harmonious balance of
taste sensation

PRODUCTS
We use only the finest dates quality
and ingredients in all of our incredible
delicious creations. Indulge with
irresistibly delicious and yet nutritious
gourmet choco-dates, dates toffee,
tamara and more…

WHOLE DATES
20 Varieties

FILLED DATES
10 Assortments

PITTED DATES

DATES MAMOUL
3 Recipes

DATES TOFFEE

CHOCOLATE DATES
8 Recipes

DATES BAR
3 Recipes

DATE SEEDS COFFEE

FRESH DATES
3 Varieties

TAMARA
6 Recipes

DATES DRAGEE

CHOPPED DATES

Because our ingredients are
pure and wholesome, the
smooth supreme quality is
attained.

PRODUCTS

Date Paste, Dates Powder and Date
Syrup are used in many food items
as sweetener or to improve structure
of sweets, dairy products and sauces
for English and Japanese cuisine in
addition to increase the nutritional
value of these foods.
At Liwa Dates, we added new
production lines of high capacity
to meet the demand for such item
with high quality.

DATE PASTE

DATE SPREAD

DATE JELLY

DATE SYRUP

ROYAL SYRUP

DATES POWDER

DATES VINEGAR

DATES KETCHUP

BALSAMIC DATES
VINEGAR

DATES BBQ SAUCE

SERVICESSERVICES
PRIVATE LABEL
One of our added values in the
customization of dates products
and packaging, we offer private
labeling for specialty foods
distributors, hotels, supermarket
retail chains & etc.

PACKING SERVICES
Liwa Dates also offer other services
such as Packaging and Dates
Care Services for farmers, Dough
Processing Services, Storage and
Private Labeling Services.

HOTEL AND FOOD SERVICE
A wide variety of dates and fresh
dates, which are served with Arabic
coffee, as an expression of deeprooted Arabic hospitality and hotels,
in addition to providing elegant
gift packages for hotel rooms and
VIP’s suites.

RETAILS

CORPORATE GIFTS

OUR SHOPS

Dates and Dates
products are available in
family-size and small packages,
which are preferred by
travellers especially in the duty
free markets, supermarkets
and groceries.

Gift packs are
tailor-made to satisfy clients’
requirement that reflects
commitment to quality and
excellent taste, making
a lasting impression to
anyone who receives it.

Creative packaging
reflects to UAE authentic
heritage with modern touch
that makes each pack a
memento especially for
tourists and visitors to the
State.

Our Distributor

Our Clients

Our Locations
Abu Dhabi Shop
Muroor Rd., Tel: +97126433770
Dubai Shop
Jumeirah 1, Tel: +97142693949
Liwa Shop
Mezaira’a, Tel:

+97128820999

INTEGRATED QUALITY
Our integrated quality system guarantees safe & quality
products around the year thru applying HACCP.

QUALITY

CERTIFICATE

From correct choice of harvested dates in farms through
advanced production processes to delivery to clients.
Our professional team in quality control department,
assures that all our raw materials, semi-finished, and final
products are carefully analyzed in our laboratory.

HACCP

We control quality in every step
of every process

ISO 22000

BRANDS

MEMBER OF

AWARDS

KHALIFA FUND AWARD
2009

MOHAMMAD BIN RASHID
AWARD 2013

KHALIFA INTERNATIONAL
AWARD 2018

LIWA DATE FOR FOOD INDUSTRIES L.L.C.
LIWA, MEZAIRA’A, AL DHAFRA REGION
ABU DHABI,v UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
PO.BOX 50238
TEL.: +971 2 88 20 300
FAX:+971 2 88 20 330
sales@liwadates.com
www.liwadates.com
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